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Abstract. A study in nonlinear mechanical sciences on modelling has been carried out to analyse the combined
effect of rotation and Darcy parameter with forced convective heat transfer on the steady flow of magnetic nanofluid
over a rotating disk. The basic idea of the Neuringer–Rosensweig (NR) model has been used for the equations
of motion and the governing nonlinear time-independent coupled partial differential equations together with the
boundary conditions in cylindrical coordinates are transformed to a system of ordinary differential equations, via
appropriate transformations. Further, the modelled system is solved by the MATLAB routine bvp4c solver package
with suitable initial guesses. Besides calculating numerically, the velocity and temperature profiles with the variation
of similarity parameter η, the effects of several non-dimensional motivating parameters, such as Prandtl number Pr ,
Darcy parameter β and ferrohydrodynamic (FHD) interaction parameter B, the heat transfer rate from the surface
of the disk and skin frictions are also discussed. The results for these emerging parameters are found numerically
and discussed with plots.
Keywords. Magnetic nanofluid; rotating disk; Darcy parameter; Prandtl number; ferrohydrodynamic interaction
parameter.
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1. Introduction
The rotating disk laminar boundary layer flow is a serious and interesting topic for research in fluid mechanics
with the heat transfer because of its important applications, both theoretically and practically. In rotating disk
system, when a fluid rotates, viscous forces may be balanced by Coriolis force, instead of inertial forces, which
is defined as an apparent deflection of moving objects
when they are seen from a reference frame of rotation.
Heat transport mechanism in the presence of Coriolis
force has become relatively important in engineering
applications. Particularly, such flows are encountered in
rotating machinery, electronic devices having rotatory
parts, food processing, viscometry, disk cleaners etc.
(Owen and Roger [1], Herrero et al [2]). Also, various
commercial applications were discussed by Hathway
[3], Raj and Moskowitz [4] and Berkovsky and Bastovoi
[5]. Rosensweig [6] has given a vast introduction to the
work on ferrofluids and interesting information can be
gained by studying the effect of magnetisation. The ferrofluids well known as magnetic nanofluids (MNF) were
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synthesised first in 1960 at NASA, USA. The composition of these fluids includes base fluid, carrier liquid
and the surfactant. Also, Odenbach [7] and Berkowsky
et al [8] gave information on viscous effects due to magnetisation in ferrofluid for their numerous applications
in various areas of research. Recently, many researchers
[9–15] reported their findings on various nanofluids.
The flow over a rotating disk of an ordinary viscous incompressible fluid was first analysed by Karman
[16] who suggested valid similarity transformations to
reduce the given partial differential equations to the
ordinary differential equations. Further, Cochran [17]
improved the error occurred in the solution of Karman’s work for the rotating disk, and estimated it
by numerical integration. Later, Benton [18] extended
Cochran’s solution and solved the time-independent
case.
In general, temperature, magnetic field and density of
the fluid are variables for the function termed as magnetisation, leading to ferrofluid convection. Sunil et al
[19] analysed the flow of incompressible ferromagnetic
fluid with rotational impact. Also, Venkatasubramanian
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and Kaloni [20] discovered the effect of rotation of the
flow of ferrofluid on the thermoconvective instability
considering uniform magnetic field. In the theory of
FHD, taking into account the Neuringer–Rosensweig
(NR) model, the rotational effect excluding thermal
influence over a rotating disk on the ferrofluid flow was
discussed by Ram and Sharma [21].
The investigation and understanding of the boundary
layer flow with convective heat transfer for magnetic
nanofluid (MNF) are of deep interest in both engineering and sciences. Millsaps and Pohlhausen [22] were
the first to explore the problem of heat transfer in the
steady state for various Prandtl numbers. Rashidi et al
[23] used HAM to get the numerical results of fluid flow
pattern and heat transfer in the porous medium. Further,
Das et al [24] worked on the time-dependent convective
flow of an oscillating porous plate taking into account
the thermal radiation in a reference frame of rotation.
Mukhopadhyay [25] presented similarity solution for
heat transfer and time-dependent flow over a stretching
sheet. In the last decade, many researchers [26–32] published their results on the geometry of rotating disk for
the MNF flow.
In the present investigations, an attempt is taken to
study the effects of centripetal force on the boundary layer steady flow of an incompressible ferrofluid
on a rotating disk embedded in a porous medium,
assuming the z-axis (z > 0) as the axis of rotation.
Further, the governing boundary layer equations are
non-dimensionalised by appropriate similarity transformations and the resultant systems are numerically
solved by shooting technique in MATLAB bvp4c routine algorithm with systematic guesses for missing
boundary conditions: U  (0), V  (0) and θ  (0) . In this
model, investigations were done to discuss the effect
of various parameters of physical interest such as Darcy
parameter, FHD interaction parameter, rotation parameter and Prandtl number for the conducting MNFs, having
base as fluorocarbon, water and hydrocarbon. The current findings have not been studied yet, to the best of
our knowledge.

2. Problem formulation
2.1 Governing equations and boundary conditions
The assumptions required in the study are
(i) The flow is axisymmetric and steady.
(ii) An isotropic medium is considered for the flow
of ferrofluid.
(iii) The ferrous particles, fluid and the disk have uniform velocity.
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(iv) The magnetic field does not affect any properties
of the fluid.
The NR model takes the magnetisation M parallel
to the applied uniform magnetic field H that results in
zero interaction of MNF with external magnetic field.
The disk plate is maintained at constant temperature Tw
and the ferrofluid stream far away from the disk surface
is at temperature T∞ . The set of governing equations of
the axisymmetric steady FHD boundary layer flow in
vector form is given as
The equation of continuity:
∇ · q = 0.

(1)

The momentum equation (for ferromagnetic revolving
fluid under the reference frame of rotation in a porous
medium with angular velocity  with constant viscosity) [19–21]:


∂q
ρ
+ (q · ∇) q + ∇ p ∗
∂t


= μ0 (M · ∇) H + μ ∇ 2 q
ρ
μ
(2)
− ∗ q + 2ρ(k × q) + ∇ | × r|2 .
K
2
The energy equation


∂T
+ (q · ∇) T = κ∇ 2 T.
(3)
ρC p
∂t
The Maxwell relations
∇ × H = 0, ∇ · (H + M) = 0
with assumptions
M = χ H, M × H = 0,





(4)

where ∇ is the gradient operator
î ∂∂x , ρ is the density of the fluid, q is the velocity vector, p ∗ stands for
fluid pressure, M is the magnetisation, H is the magnetic
field vector, μ is the Newtonian dynamic viscosity, K ∗
is the Darcy permeability, k is a unit vector along the
axis of rotation of the system, C p is the specific heat at
a fixed pressure, T is the temperature of the flow field, κ
is the thermal conductivity, χ is the susceptibility. Here,
we consider the fully developed FHD flow of a viscous
incompressible, magnetic fluid with the rotating disk
under a pulsating pressure gradient.
The system rotates with angular velocity , about
the perpendicular axis to the plane of the flow. In the
momentum equation (2), the effect of rotation includes
two terms: Centrifugal force grad 21 | × r|2 and Coriolis acceleration 2(k × q). Further,
ρ
p ∗ − | × r|2 = p
2
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is taken as the reduced pressure. The boundary conditions for the boundary layer flow over the rotating disk
are given as
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where T = Tw − T∞ , η = z/δ and δ is a scalar
factor. For this scenario, the model defined for the steady,

q(u, v, w) = q(0, r , 0) , p = p0 , T = Tw
at z= 0
,
q(u, v, w) → q(0, 0, − C) , p → p∞ , T → T∞ as z→ ∞
where (u, v, w) is the velocity components in radial,
tangential and axial directions and C is a non-negative
finite number. Here, the negligible variation in magnetic
field in the direction of z-axis, is considered. The rotating disk flow with uniform angular velocity is in a state
of equilibrium, to balance the outward flow of the particles of MNF at frictionless regime. So, the boundary
layer approximation (ρ −1 )(∂ p/∂r ) = r 2 for momentum equation in the radial direction is taken. In the FHD
theory, the magnetic scalar potential is defined mathematically as m = (m cos θ/2πr ), where m is the
magnetic dipole and the flow of MNF is affected by
the magnetic field
H

1 m sin θ
1 m cos θ
,
,0 .
2
2π
r
2π r 2

Here, magnetic field H has a negligible variation in
z-direction and hence the mathematical expression in
magnitude form is

(5)

axisymmetric FHD boundary layer flow, contracts to an
ordinary differential boundary value problem in nondimensionalised form and represented as
W + 2RU = 0,

∂ 3U
∂U
− R
3
∂η
∂η

(7)
2

− V 2 − 2V + 1

2B
∂U
∂ 2U
+
+β
2
∂η
∂η
Re2

∂2V
∂V
∂U
V −U
− 2R
2
∂η
∂η
∂η
− 2U

=0
−

∂U
β
+ V
∂η
2

(8)
= 0,
(9)

∂2W
∂P
∂W
−
RβW
−
= 0,
−
W
∂η2
∂η
∂η
∂ 2θ
∂θ
= 0,
− 2 Pr R U
2
∂η
∂η

(10)
(11)

where R = δν is the rotation parameter, FHD interm
μ0 K (Tc − T ) μρ2 , Reynolds
action parameter B = 2π
2

|H| =

Hr2

+

Hθ2

+

Hz2

= m/2πr .
2

The linearised magnetic equation of state for a single component is taken as M = K (Tc − T ), for the
saturation of the ferrofluid and the variation of magnetisation M with temperature, considering the sufficiently
strong applied magnetic field H ; where Tc is the Curie
temperature and K is the pyromagnetic coefficient.
2.2 Similarity transformation
Here, the following similarity transformations are used
for the equations in cylindrical coordinate system
derived from eqs (1)–(3):
⎫
υ
u = r  ∂U
∂η , v = r V (η) , w = δ W (η) , ⎬
(6)
2
⎭
p = ρν
P
,
T
−
T
=
T
θ
(η),
(η)
∞
δ2

r 2
ν , permeability parameter (Darcy)β
μC
Prandtl number Pr = k p .

number Re =
ν
κ

and
Before proceeding to the solution, attention is given
briefly to eq. (10), which may be expressed as
∂2W
∂P
∂W
=
− RβW.
− W
2
∂η
∂η
∂η

(12)

It is observed that equation provides a relation for calculating the pressure distribution from a known axial
velocity. As the pressure distribution is somewhat secondary on the current findings, no further attention will
be given to eq. (10).
Here, using eq. (6), the boundary conditions (5)
reduce to


∂U 
= 0, V (0) = 1, W (0) = 0, θ (0) = 1
∂η η=0

∂U 
= V (∞) = θ (∞) = 0, W (∞) tends to some negative values
∂η 
η=∞

=

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭

.

(13)
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where Re is the local Reynolds number. Hence, the
radial (C f r ) and azimuthal (C f θ ) skin frictions are,
respectively, given as


√
√
∂ 2 U 
∂ V 
ReC f r =
, ReC f θ =
. (15)
∂η2 
∂η 
η=0

η=0

Also, the heat transfer rate () from the disk surface to
the fluid is calculated using the formula
√  dθ
∂T
= −κT
Re
.
 = −κ
∂z z=0
dη z=0
Figure 1. Diagram of the flow configuration.

With the solution scheme, the results of the modelled
equations, along with the boundary conditions, provide
deviations in velocity patterns, and temperature profiles for the physical parameters: Darcy parameter, FHD
interaction parameter, rotation parameter and Prandtl
number for different conducting fluids.
In the present study, the estimations of skin friction
(radial and tangential) coefficients and rate of heat transfer at the disk surface, which are very important from
the industrial application point of view, are also calculated. To estimate the radial stress (τr ) and the tangential
shear stress (τθ ) , the Newtonian formulae with the nondimensional variables are defined as follows:



√
∂u ∂w
∂ 2 U 
τr = μ
+
= μ Re 
,
∂z
∂r
∂η2 η=0
z=0

τθ = μ

∂v 1 ∂w
+
∂z
r ∂θ


z=0


√
∂ V 
= μ Re 
,
∂η η=0
(14)

So, the Nusselt number N u is given by
√
dθ
N u = − Re
.
dη z=0
3. Method of solution
Here, the dimensionless system is solved by MATLAB
bvp4c solver for computing the results of the modelled
problem. This algorithm in MATLAB helps to transform
the given problem to the initial value problem, and the
initial guesses U  (0), V  (0) and θ  (0) are taken suitably. The accuracy of the guess values upto six decimal
places, is checked by simulating the computed data for
U  (∞) , V (∞) and θ (∞) with their given values. For
reducing the non-dimensionlised system into the first

order, we take H1 = U, H2 = U  , H3 = U  , H3 =

U  , H4 = V, H5 = V  , H5 = V  , H6 = θ, H7 =

θ  , H7 = θ  . Then, the system of equation becomes


H3 = R H22 − H42 −2H4 +1−2H1 H3 +β H2 +

2B
Re2

Table 1. Numerical results of radial and tangential skin frictions, and Nusselt number N u for various values of β, R, B and
Pr.
β
0.0
1.0
2.0
5.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

R

B

Pr

Uηη (0)

Vη (0)

−θη (0)

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.2
0.5
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3
44.3
79.3

0.681972
0.679843
0.679457
0.679162
0.707564
0.698964
0.688679
0.679843
0.679843
0.694543
0.720165
0.781935
0.679843
0.691473
0.702476

0.808681
0.728672
0.648672
0.597645
0.581677
0.625217
0.669834
0.728672
0.728672
0.736782
0.753896
0.779983
0.728672
0.788653
0.841384

2.501265
2.513189
2.526767
2.539456
2.504036
2.507034
2.510631
2.513189
2.513189
2.518176
2.527239
2.541267
2.513189
2.755439
2.924698
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Table 2. Comparison of the present work, Sparrow and Gregg [33], Maleque [34] and Joshi et al [35].
Pr

Present

Sparrow and Gregg [33]

Maleque [34]

Joshi et al [35]

10
100

1.13492
2.68429

1.13410
2.68710

1.13331
2.68682

1.13654
2.68692

Heat transfer coefficient for β = 0 = B and R = 1, excluding the effect of Coriolis acceleration

Figure 2. (a) Dimensionless radial velocity profile, (b) dimensionless tangential velocity profile, (c) dimensionless axial
velocity profile and (d) dimensionless temperature profile for various values of Darcy parameter with R = 1.0, Re = 1.0,
B = 1.0 and Pr = 12.3 (FC-72).




H5 = 2R H2 H4 −H1 H5 − 2H2 + β H4

4. Validation and discussion



H7 = 2 Pr R H1 H7

subject to the conditions: H1 (0) = 0, H2 (0) =
0, H3 (0) = λ1 , H4 (0) = 1, H5 (0) = λ2 , H6 (0) =
1, H7 (0) = λ3 , H2 (∞) = 0, H4 (∞) = 0, H6 (∞)
= 0 where λ1 , λ2 and λ3 are initial guesses which are
shooted with MATLAB environment.

The validation of the findings adopted in the present
study is shown in table 2 by comparing the heat transfer rate with the published work by Sparrow and Gregg
[33], Maleque [34] and Joshi et al [35], who studied
similar problems for the case of laminar flow of viscous incompressible MNF over the rotating disk. The
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Figure 3. (a) Dimensionless radial velocity profile, (b) dimensionless tangential velocity profile, (c) dimensionless axial
velocity profile and (d) dimensionless temperature profile for various values of rotation parameter R with β = 1.0, Re = 1.0,
B = 1.0 and Pr = 12.3 (FC-72).

comparison shows outstanding agreement, and hence
encouragement for MATLAB (bvp4c) environment in
the present study.
To discuss the concept of the considered model theoretically, computational values of the dimensionless
velocities and the temperature patterns for several sets
of values of parameters (Darcy parameter β, FHD
interaction parameter B and Prandtl number Pr ) are
depicted graphically. Further, calculated values of the
physical parameters, skin frictions (radial and tangential) and heat transfer rate are also discussed through
tables. In the present study, numerical estimations
are obtained using the MATLAB (bvp4c) algorithm
after appropriate initial guesses for missing boundary conditions to find the numerical solution for the

modelled system for different values of the aforementioned emerging parameters. Here, our motive is to
study the nature of dimensionless velocities of the
MNF and temperature under the combined effect of
Coriolis acceleration and porous medium for the flow
fluorocarbon-based of MNF (FC-72) due to rotating
disk, whereas the comparison is given for thermal
analysis of FC-72, Taiho-40 and EMG-901 magnetic
nanofluids.
Figures 2a–2d depict the dimensionless velocity and
temperature distribution against the similarity parameter η for different values of Darcy parameter β with
R = Re = B = 1 and Pr = 12.3. In figures
2a, 2b and 2d, the radial velocity component, tangential velocity component and temperature decelerate by
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Figure 4. (a) Dimensionless radial velocity profile, (b) dimensionless tangential velocity profile, (c) dimensionless axial
velocity profile and (d) dimensionless temperature profile for different values of FHD interaction parameter B with β = 1.0,
Re = 1.0, R = 1.0 and Pr = 12.3 (FC-72).

enhancing the Darcy parameter β, and hence there is a
loss in momentum for radial and tangential velocities
for fluorocarbon-based MNF (FC-72) by taking increment of β, because of the body force (Kelvin’s force)
brought through the magnetic field in porous medium;
while the acceleration is observed in the case of dimensionless axial velocity component. Hence, from figures
2a and 2b, it is also observed that the rate of reaching
the free stream state is faster for the case of radial and
tangential velocities while it is comparatively slower in
the case of temperature profile (figure 2d).
Figures 3a–3c present the effect of rotation parameter
R on the velocity profiles for β = Re = B = 1 and
Pr = 12.3. The parameter R has a marked influence for
the fluorocarbon-based MNFs on velocity patterns. It is
seen that, for an increase in the value of R (from 0.2 to 1),

the radial velocity profiles increase while tangential and
axial velocity components decrease (see figures 3a–3c).
Here, it is noted that the variation of tangential velocity
profiles is very less for the considered value of R for the
considered nanofluid. It means that with an increase in
the Coriolis force, the fluid moves rapidly in the radial
direction.
It is also observed that the magnetic field causes
loss in tangential and axial velocity distributions while
the increment is perceived for the radial velocity profiles. Figures 4a–4c give the graphical illustrations of
dimensionless radial, tangential and axial velocities
respectively. Here, it is seen that the same patterns to the
case of rotation parameter are followed for FHD interaction parameter with notable change in convergence
rate.
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skin friction decreases for increment in Darcy parameter and increases for the increase in rotation parameter.
Moreover, it is notable finding on heat transfer rate
which concludes the gain for increased values of physical parameters R, B and Pr , distinctively. Conclusively,
this table shows that skin frictions and heat transfer
coefficients are in good agreement with the considered
impacts on the dimensionless velocity patterns and temperature profiles.

5. Concluding remarks

Figure 5. Dimensionless temperature profile for various values of Prandtl number Pr for MNFs (FC-72, Taiho-W40,
EMG-901) with β = 1.0, Re = 1.0, R = 1.0.

Further, the rotation parameter R, the FHD interaction
parameter B and Darcy parameter β do not directly enter
into the transformed form of the energy equation (3) but
their impacts come through the momentum equation (2).
Figures 2d, 3d and 4d show the deviation of temperature
for various values of β, R and B respectively. From
figures 3d and 4d, it is observed that the combined effect
of Coriolis force and Darcy parameter for FC-72 MNF
has a notable variation on temperature field leading to
the increasing rate of thermal boundary layer thickness.
For fluorocarbon-based MNFs (FC-72), the temperature profile decreases for increasing values of Darcy
parameter β, and increases with the increasing values of
both, rotation parameter R and FHD interaction parameter B (figures 2d, 3d and 4d). Also, figure 5 depicts
the effect of Prandtl number Pr for the MNFs (FC72, Taiho-W40, EMG-901) on temperature gradient and
here, an increase is noted in the profile for increasing values of Pr (12.3, 44.3, 78.3) for the considered MNFs.
Here, the thermal behaviour of the fluid can be easily
observed near the surface of the plate. The study shows
that the magnetic nanoliquids of smaller Prandtl number have a thicker thermal boundary layer than for fluid
having higher Prandtl number. Hence, the heat transfer
rate increases with the increase in Prandtl number.
Lastly, the values of skin frictions and heat transfer
rate are presented in table 1 and this table shows that
the magnitudes of skin frictions and rate of heat transfer
increase with the increase of FHD interaction parameter and Prandtl number separately. But the radial skin
friction decreases for the increment in emerging parameters β and R. Also, it is observed here that the tangential

This work, through numerical computations, is seen reliable and extremely efficient for solving the physical
dynamical problems emerging in FHD. A numerical study in the presence of natural convection has
been carried out to analyse the influence of Coriolis
acceleration in three-dimensional viscous flow of fluorocarbon, water and hydrocarbon-based MNF over an
infinite rotating disk embedded with porous media. The
inevitable properties of pertinent parameters of physical
interest are explored in detail using graphs and tables.
The important findings of the current study are summarised as
(i) One of the major outcomes is that the drag offered
by Kelvin’s force brings down the dimensionless tangential and axial velocities while opposite
trend is seen for dimensionless radial velocity pattern with respect to increase in FHD interaction
parameter.
(ii) The increasing FHD interaction parameter
enhances the tangential skin friction and reduces
the radial skin friction.
(iii) The Darcy permeability always provides a resistive force which decelerates the fluid motion
(radial, tangential and axial) and the fluid temperature leading to small thermal boundary layer
thickness. Hence, all the velocity patterns can
be easily changed to the increasing value of the
Darcy parameter, for which significant effects are
recorded.
(iv) Enhancement of B and Pr accounts for the rising
skin frictions and heat transfer rate from the disk
surface, whereas the increased values of parameter of interest β contribute to the reduction in skin
friction coefficients.
(v) Non-dimensional temperature is an increasing
function of rotation parameter R, FHD interaction
parameter B and Prandtl number Pr for FC-72
MNF while it is a decreasing function of Darcy
parameter.
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